
 
Lecture XXXVIII Regularlocalrings Smoothness ofVarieties

lasttime Wedefined smooth singularpoints of varieties our Ilk

Proposition For every localring IR M that is thelocalization of a k algebraof
finite type at a prime ideal we have

dim R dink7m
where 1K IT RIM
Theorem Given X algebraic variety on I 1K PEX we have

demTpX dimpX demOxp max 4 dimXi PEX it
if X U UX is theinduciblediampof
Definition PEX is a smooth um singular regularpoint dimTpX dump

Q What is the nature of a generic point ofX

Regular localrings

Remark The cruxofthe proofofProposition2537.2is Knell'sPrincipal IdealThemThees

the statement is also true for Neetherian localrings

Corollary Given aNetherian localring IR M wehave

dim R dimpy 4m

In particular R has finite Knell dimension
Furthermore equality holds it and only if M is generated by a regular sequence

lie this if 4 st f is a non zerodivisor inR

iii i i fit is a m no divisor in
f g

Definition We say a Noetherian local ring R M is regular if dimR demyM
In such rings a regularsystemof parameters for M is a minimal setofgenerators
of M hence of size dimR



Theorem1 A Noetherian regular local ring is a domain

We will show a slightly weaker result andthen use it to prose Theorem1 We'llneed

the followingdefinition

Definition Given R M Noetherian localring the associategraded ring of R
S gimR Mkt

Name Se M ktgraded piece

So MY Type 1k Insider field

S is a ring withmultiplication between graded pieces defined as

M
t et Mm tet

15 51 at
lextended linearly to 5 5 S

In particular Se is a 1k vectorspace k

Theorem2 If RM is regular Noetherian local ring then gimR is a domain

Furthermore it is isomorphic to Kly y where d dimR

Proof Set d dim12 pick at a generators for M Since R is regular
then Jai and is a regular sequence Set S gemR

By construction 35 _of ES is alk basis for S

Define the graded k algebra homomorphism
9 kex a 5

i Qi
so 4 Pig Play said
By construtin 4 is surjective

Claim1 dim R dim gin R because R is a Neetherian local ring
Pf dim SimR dimRM see Exercise 13.8inEisenbad'sComm Algbook



Claim 2 4 is injective

PH 4 is a surjective ring homomorphism between two rings ofthe same dimension

and the domainof 4 is a domain

A chainof prime ideals P GP P in gimR of length
length d dimSMR yields a proper chain of prime ideals in R since R

senjective

90 49 Efd
If f 405 we can extend this to a maximalchain inkg of length st

by Go 49 4 Efa
This cannot happen because dam1kg d bytheoremI 33.2

Conclusion 90 304 so 80 410 304 ie Go Ker4 304

Proposition 1 If IR M1 is Netherian local gmR is a domain then so is R

Proof We set 5 gemR assume it is a domain Wewanttoshow R

s also a domain We argue by contradiction pick a be R 04 with ab 0

ByKnell's Intersection Throum A M 104 because R M is Noetherian

local Thus i j with a em im't be MJ Mit

In particular a 5 51309 at o in S This cannot

happen since S is a domain

Proposition2 If p is a smoothpointof an alg variety on I 1K then Oxp
is a domain In particular p lies on a unique ineducible ampment of X
Proof Write R Oxp litM Mp Gyp be themaximal ideal Recall that

Rm 1K since I 1K By corollary 1 R is a Netherianregularlocalring

By Thoumi hmR is a domain

By Proposition1 R is a domain



Claim Oxp is a domain p lies in a unique inducible impmentofX

Pf Component ofX correspond to minimal primes of KEX IX

containing p correspond to minimal primes of Ox.peKCXTmp
Since Oxp is always reduced Ix phasa uniqueminimal primer P 304 ie

Fe only if Ox p is a domain

FromProposition 2 weget an easy consequence
Corollary2 Every smooth hypersurface in P is ineducible

52 Smooth Locusof AlgebraicVarieties

Definition Given an algebraicvariety on KIK wewrite

suit SPEX p is asmoothpoint
Theorem3 Xsm is a denseopen subsetofX
To prove the theorem wewill do it in 2 stages

I ask.it xi Yil uxiP iit mi amiii'xitii.mx dki t
lie points in a induciblecomponents an always singular Proposition above

Proof For each i set Xi Xi Yj Byanstruction X is an inducible

variety it is open inthe induciblevariety By 11 i sm is dense on in

By 121 am Hi sm so Xsa is open dense in YIXi loteninX
at each it is dense in X because Xi Xi is non empty open Xi is inducible

Thus Xsm is open dense in X

Proposition3 If X is an inducible variety Xsm is open in

Proof Write U U UU for an attine opencorer
Claim If XsmAUi Ni sm is open inUi then Xsm isopen inX

PHWilsm Ui is open U EX isopen so Wilsm EX is of

This am EX is ok becauseXsmAV EU is i



Claim2 The statement istrue for ineducible affine varieties

Pf Write IX Cfi ihr Elkex Xn It is a prime ideal
V Ifrs tr is ineducible By Corollary3534.1 codimanX r

In turn dim n r byThrown 533.2

Since X is ineducible weknow dimpX dimOxp dim.X d Apex
Next we show Xsm EX is open

Set Talk f Jailfi t.ie 2fg.iq
1k for every FEX

ByProportion I 36.1 Tp X Ker Jaill P has dim n rk Jac E 11
n rSince himTpX d we know rk IE e n d qEX

Thus all In dti In dti minors of Jac E q vanish whenever fEX
Then p E X is non singular if andonly if dimTpX d ie rk Jac E P1 n d

This am X A U D mine where
I E

r n d

FIT
indexthe rows columns of the corresponding ind In d submatrixJ Tact f p givingthe
mind mine I det II It We include Xm is open in X

Next time we'll see gm is mn empty


